
Connecting to Non-OAuth APIs in Bubble

A step-by-step guide
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Get API Key and Paste it. That’s it !

Copy the API into your own app from an Airdev Widget. Then create a developer 

account for the service to get these details:

1. API Key (may also be known as Client Key or something similar)

2. Once you have this, it’s as simple as pasting this value in the appropriate value field 

We’ve got everything else pre-configured for you in the AirDev Widgets Site !!

Example: Indico API configuration. Place your API Key in the black struck out area

Tip: This approach should work for all call types highlighted below .
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Connecting to OAuth APIs in Bubble
A step-by-step guide
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Step 1: Get the developer credentials from the API service provider

Copy the API into your own app from an Airdev Widget. Then create a developer 

account for the service to get these details:

1. APP ID (may also be known as Client ID or something similar)

2. APP Secret (may also be known as Client secret or something similar)

Once you have these, it’s as simple as pasting these values in the fields highlighted 

here. We’ve got everything else pre-configured for you in the AirDev Widgets Site !!

Example: Slack OAuth 2.0 API
Tip: You will continue to see a ‘Warning’ message instead of the ‘This API 

is correctly set up..’ as shown in the image until you complete the steps 

in next slide.
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Step 2: Authenticate in run mode with debugger turned on

1 Create a workflow that to Signup/login using your API. The name you set up in 

previous slide would show up here. This should be the only step in the workflow

Tip: The ‘Warning’ message on API will change to ‘This API is correctly set up..’ if 

everything is set up correctly. 

3 Click the button and to run the workflow in Step 1. If 

everything is set up properly, you will see the below 

message pop up. This means the API is configured correctly.

2 Go to your design tab and click preview. This should open 

up the development version of the page with the 

?debug_mode=true in the URL

1. Create the workflow

2. Preview with debugger on

3. Run the workflow and wait for this message
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Step 3: You are all set !

Questions ? Reach out to gaurav@airdev.co, vlad@airdev.co or david@airdev.co
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Ready to start using APIs in bubble ?

Go to widgets.airdev.co

https://widgets.airdev.co/
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